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Magnificent Midlife - How to make the second part of your life totally inspiring by Trypheyn
McShaneNegotiating midlife and beyond in a way that opens up one's innate magnificence has
become very important to women over the last few years, as they realise that, rather than an
ending, this is the start of a brand new life.In this illustrated guide you'll learn to embrace the
inevitable aspects of midlife and turn them to your advantage in simple and inspirational
ways.You'll discover how to be excited by life all over again, how to make your emotions work for
you, how to gain rapport with your mate and share and get the support you
deserve.Understanding what midlife is and how it works, you can then find joy, passion, love and
adventure, learn to feel sexy again, and finally follow your true life purpose...And much
more...We Wise Women are publishing 'The Intimacy of Living' series to provide support to
women across a number of different areas of experiences that they may well deal with at midlife
and beyond. This is the first in the series and can be built on to by purchasing those other
specific books that are relevant your needs.This is a great guide for all women who understand
that they have so much more to gain from, and give to, life and their time is NOW. There is no
better time than now to do yourself a favour and Make your Midlife MagnificentPlease be kind
and review after reading



The Intimacy of Living Series Magnificent MidlifeChange is the essence of life. Be willing
to surrender what you are for what you could become. Take the crisis out of midlife and live like
never before.TRYPHEYNA MCSHANEInternational Artist & Author TRYPHEYNA MCSHANE –
Masters Applied Science – Social Ecology- Distinction, GDSE - International Award Winning
Artist, Sculptor and AuthorWe Wise Woman Trypheyna, constantly seeks ways to express her
creativity. She paints her passions, writes about life experiences, sculpts her insights and loves
sharing with others what she’s discovered.Creative stuff aside, Trypheyna has been an ardent
ecological educator for over 23 years, and knowing that ‘Everyone is an Artist’ she loves to use
the Arts to encourage people worldwide to care for our greatest mother, Earth.She lives in
Sydney, working on the Northern Beaches, and shores of the mighty Hawkesbury River. She
enjoys educating others in the Arts, is passionate about different cultures and arts, and wildlife,
after her years of being wildlife artist for Taronga Zoo.She and Linda Krick are co-founders of We
Wise Women www. which recognises every woman as wise, and provides resources,
connections, stories, fun and support for women, especially those many baby boomers making
a midlife shift.We Wise Women want to help women to awaken their midlife spirit and inspire
them to share their wisdom for a better world. Now is the time. Even the Dalai Lama says: “The
world will be saved by the Western Woman”Trypheyna hopes that this book inspires you in some
way, big or small, to make life changes that will support you to live your unique purpose in a
magnificent way.Trypheyna is author of which helps people to deal with this difficult, but
inevitable, part of lifeTrypheyna and Bestselling Author Dale Beaumont swap booksSee you on
We Wise Women -© 2012 Trypheyna McShane & Linda Krick ‘We Wise Women -Intimacy of
Living Series’ www.wewisewomen.com - all rights reserved. - We Wise Women & Intimacy of
Living are trademarks owned by We Wise Women registration No BN98532274 - registered
office 7/34 Seabeach Avenue Mona Vale Northern Beaches Sydney NSW 2103 Australia Note:
This book is licensed for your personal enjoyment only. No part of this book can be reproduced
or transmitted in any form whatsoever, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying,
recording or any informational storage or retrieval system without prior written agreement by
author/s. It may not be re-sold or given away to other people in any format or reproduction.
except for quotations in printed reviews, DISCLAIMER AND/OR LEGAL NOTICESThe
information presented herein represents the views of the author/s as of the date of publication,
supported by many years of education, personal experience, and research. The author/s reserve
the right to alter and update based on changing and new conditions. This book is for
informational purposes only and the author/s do not accept any responsibilities for any liabilities
resulting from use of this information. While every attempt has been made to verify information
provided here, the author/s and their affiliates cannot assume any responsibility for errors,
inaccuracies or omissions. It is the complete responsibility of the reader to ensure they are
adhering to all local, regional and national laws.Advice and strategies contained herein may not
be suitable for every situation. As the Universe creates every one of as a unique being, with
unique experiences, so it is that material we share will be read and understood through our own



unique filters. Please understand that there can never be one, and only one, solution to any
situation and so you must make your own decisions as to what is appropriate for you and what
makes sense for your world. This is ultimately your responsibility and we trust we can be of
assistance to you on your journey to discovering what is best for you.Preface The We Wise
Women ‘Intimacy of Living’ series of books came about because Trypheyna & Linda discovered
women wanted to know how they personally had navigated many of the stepping stones and
quick sands of the midlife & menopause journey.Having worked across many different fields and
being passionate about helping others they decided it made sense to create an easy system to
help women. A simple, quick way to negotiate issues women will come across at midlife, in order
to help them understand and meet these moments with grace.These books are typically not
long, though there are some exceptions. Easy to understand and visually explanatory, they don’t
take lots of time to reach the core of what counts. Divided into different categories you only need
to access what it appropriate to you at any given time. As you purchase each book you will be
building your own library of resources available at a moment’s notice.Having a history of sharing
their knowledge and expertise across a number of media such as the SBS 6 part series ‘Sex –
An Unnatural History’ the ABC - Stateline program ‘Out of Harm’s Way’ as well as articles in
magazines such as Cosmopolitan & Panorama and in local, national and international
newspapers they know they have much of value to share with you.They share the things they
discovered were important to them on their journeys. After all who wants to be spending
precious time sifting through mounds of material and researching tons of data to get to what
really matters in the moment? There are too many other great things in life to focus on. They
share their knowledge and insights knowing that they have done all the hard work for you and
can now give you the gems they have extracted from the very heart of the rock. Before reading
the book please go to to join We Wise Women to become a member of a wonderful group of
women, who share great things with you, Wisdom & Stories, Resources & Links, and Products &
Services. Please also consider sharing your own life wisdom as well.To write a book takes a lot
of patience and research. Please be kind and help spread the word by reviewing it, if you feel
you have benefited from it – This will also help others discover the We Wise Women - ‘Intimacy
of Living’ book series. If you felt the book was not relevant for you, write a review anyway, and
ask for material that you do want access to.At the end of the book you’ll find detailed information
about other books in the We Wise Women’s ‘Intimacy of Living’ Series. Please add extra topics
you feel are needed, as well as give links to women doing great work in these areas, and
Trypheyna & Linda will endeavour to add these to the series. Thank you - Enjoy Table of
ContentsPreface 5What is Midlife? 10Why does it matter? 10Physical
symptoms 19Emotional / Mental symptoms 22Why Midlife impacts
27Midlife Challenges Us 27Internal Midlife impacts 32Midlife
Opportunities 35You will never be alone again 35Alway– In all ways – Your Soul
Self 35If the Woman in the Glass is your Friend 37Midlife impacts us all?
39Who Midlife serves? 43Who Midlife impacts 46How midlife serves –



YOU 49Have you followed your Calling, your Life Purpose? 58Count Your
Blessings 60Gratitude 63Learn to Play 65What signals are you sending
out? 71References 76We Wise Women’s ‘Intimacy of Living’ Series
77“Nobody can go back and start a new beginning, but anyone can start today and make a new
ending.”- Maria RobinsonWhat is Midlife?Why does it matter? God said: ‘Take what you want
and then pay for it’ Midlife is the gift given to us that enables us to take stock, balance the books,
pay our dues and start afresh, having cleared the slate of all that no longer serves us. The
wonder of this experience is that we do not go empty handed. We are gifted the many years of
magnificent experiences, innate knowing, and wisdom, to take with us on our future
journey.Perimenopause is the beginning of a woman’s journey into midlife. This can occur up to
as long as 10 years prior to menopause. The most important thing is to become aware of every
step your body is guiding you through, for the gifts may often be hidden and require you to be
aware of the clues lying in the background, in order to understand what is occurring. In the the
wise and brilliant Christiane Northrup M.D explains to us that:‘These symptoms are the body’s
wisdom, pleading yet again that unresolved life issues be attended to. Throughout a woman’s
childbearing years a kind of “debt account” is established where existing and future issues
accumulate, compounding interest with each passing month that the debt goes unpaid.’‘Thus
the average woman, blessed with approximately 480 menstrual periods and 40 seasonal cycles
to bring her to the threshold of her menopause, gets about 500 progress reports. How is her
physical health and nutrition? How are her emotions? What’s happening in her relationships and
her career? There have been approximately 500 opportunities to resolve those issues… or
sweep them under the rug.’‘At perimenopause the process escalates. The earnest,
straightforward inner self, which has tried for years to get our attention, makes one final
hormonally mediated attempt to get us to deal with our accumulated needs, wants and desires.
This is likely to turn into a period of great turmoil, as each woman struggles to make a new life,
one that can accommodate her emerging self… At menopause we pick up where we left off in
adolescence. It is now time to finish the job’I share with you these insights on what midlife can
bring you not to frighten you but to alert you to what forms the greatest opportunity you can be
given. I speak to you from a personal understanding of the depth of magnificence that occurred
for me at midlife because I had been forewarned that I needed to make the most of this
experience.

Having worked across many different fields and being passionate about helping others they
decided it made sense to create an easy system to help women. A simple, quick way to
negotiate issues women will come across at midlife, in order to help them understand and meet
these moments with grace.These books are typically not long, though there are some
exceptions. Easy to understand and visually explanatory, they don’t take lots of time to reach the
core of what counts. Divided into different categories you only need to access what it
appropriate to you at any given time. As you purchase each book you will be building your own



library of resources available at a moment’s notice.Having a history of sharing their knowledge
and expertise across a number of media such as the SBS 6 part series ‘Sex – An Unnatural
History’ the ABC - Stateline program ‘Out of Harm’s Way’ as well as articles in magazines such
as Cosmopolitan & Panorama and in local, national and international newspapers they know
they have much of value to share with you.They share the things they discovered were important
to them on their journeys. After all who wants to be spending precious time sifting through
mounds of material and researching tons of data to get to what really matters in the moment?
There are too many other great things in life to focus on. They share their knowledge and
insights knowing that they have done all the hard work for you and can now give you the gems
they have extracted from the very heart of the rock. Before reading the book please go to to join
We Wise Women to become a member of a wonderful group of women, who share great things
with you, Wisdom & Stories, Resources & Links, and Products & Services. Please also consider
sharing your own life wisdom as well.To write a book takes a lot of patience and research.
Please be kind and help spread the word by reviewing it, if you feel you have benefited from it –
This will also help others discover the We Wise Women - ‘Intimacy of Living’ book series. If you
felt the book was not relevant for you, write a review anyway, and ask for material that you do
want access to.At the end of the book you’ll find detailed information about other books in the
We Wise Women’s ‘Intimacy of Living’ Series. Please add extra topics you feel are needed, as
well as give links to women doing great work in these areas, and Trypheyna & Linda will
endeavour to add these to the series. Thank you - Enjoy Table of ContentsPreface
5What is Midlife? 10Why does it matter? 10Physical symptoms
19Emotional / Mental symptoms 22Why Midlife impacts 27Midlife Challenges
Us 27Internal Midlife impacts 32Midlife Opportunities 35You will never be
alone again 35Alway– In all ways – Your Soul Self 35If the Woman in the Glass is
your Friend 37Midlife impacts us all? 39Who Midlife serves? 43Who
Midlife impacts 46How midlife serves –YOU 49Have you followed your Calling,
your Life Purpose? 58Count Your Blessings 60Gratitude 63Learn to
Play 65What signals are you sending out? 71References 76We Wise
Women’s ‘Intimacy of Living’ Series 77“Nobody can go back and start a new beginning,
but anyone can start today and make a new ending.”- Maria RobinsonWhat is Midlife?Why does
it matter? God said: ‘Take what you want and then pay for it’ Midlife is the gift given to us that
enables us to take stock, balance the books, pay our dues and start afresh, having cleared the
slate of all that no longer serves us. The wonder of this experience is that we do not go empty
handed. We are gifted the many years of magnificent experiences, innate knowing, and wisdom,
to take with us on our future journey.Perimenopause is the beginning of a woman’s journey into
midlife. This can occur up to as long as 10 years prior to menopause. The most important thing
is to become aware of every step your body is guiding you through, for the gifts may often be
hidden and require you to be aware of the clues lying in the background, in order to understand
what is occurring. In the the wise and brilliant Christiane Northrup M.D explains to us that:‘These



symptoms are the body’s wisdom, pleading yet again that unresolved life issues be attended to.
Throughout a woman’s childbearing years a kind of “debt account” is established where existing
and future issues accumulate, compounding interest with each passing month that the debt
goes unpaid.’‘Thus the average woman, blessed with approximately 480 menstrual periods and
40 seasonal cycles to bring her to the threshold of her menopause, gets about 500 progress
reports. How is her physical health and nutrition? How are her emotions? What’s happening in
her relationships and her career? There have been approximately 500 opportunities to resolve
those issues… or sweep them under the rug.’‘At perimenopause the process escalates. The
earnest, straightforward inner self, which has tried for years to get our attention, makes one final
hormonally mediated attempt to get us to deal with our accumulated needs, wants and desires.
This is likely to turn into a period of great turmoil, as each woman struggles to make a new life,
one that can accommodate her emerging self… At menopause we pick up where we left off in
adolescence. It is now time to finish the job’I share with you these insights on what midlife can
bring you not to frighten you but to alert you to what forms the greatest opportunity you can be
given. I speak to you from a personal understanding of the depth of magnificence that occurred
for me at midlife because I had been forewarned that I needed to make the most of this
experience.

Having worked across many different fields and being passionate about helping others they
decided it made sense to create an easy system to help women. A simple, quick way to
negotiate issues women will come across at midlife, in order to help them understand and meet
these moments with grace.These books are typically not long, though there are some
exceptions. Easy to understand and visually explanatory, they don’t take lots of time to reach the
core of what counts. Divided into different categories you only need to access what it
appropriate to you at any given time. As you purchase each book you will be building your own
library of resources available at a moment’s notice.Having a history of sharing their knowledge
and expertise across a number of media such as the SBS 6 part series ‘Sex – An Unnatural
History’ the ABC - Stateline program ‘Out of Harm’s Way’ as well as articles in magazines such
as Cosmopolitan & Panorama and in local, national and international newspapers they know
they have much of value to share with you.They share the things they discovered were important
to them on their journeys. After all who wants to be spending precious time sifting through
mounds of material and researching tons of data to get to what really matters in the moment?
There are too many other great things in life to focus on. They share their knowledge and
insights knowing that they have done all the hard work for you and can now give you the gems
they have extracted from the very heart of the rock. Before reading the book please go to to join
We Wise Women to become a member of a wonderful group of women, who share great things
with you, Wisdom & Stories, Resources & Links, and Products & Services. Please also consider
sharing your own life wisdom as well.To write a book takes a lot of patience and research.
Please be kind and help spread the word by reviewing it, if you feel you have benefited from it –



This will also help others discover the We Wise Women - ‘Intimacy of Living’ book series. If you
felt the book was not relevant for you, write a review anyway, and ask for material that you do
want access to.At the end of the book you’ll find detailed information about other books in the
We Wise Women’s ‘Intimacy of Living’ Series. Please add extra topics you feel are needed, as
well as give links to women doing great work in these areas, and Trypheyna & Linda will
endeavour to add these to the series. Thank you - Enjoy Table of ContentsPreface
5What is Midlife? 10Why does it matter? 10Physical symptoms
19Emotional / Mental symptoms 22Why Midlife impacts 27Midlife Challenges
Us 27Internal Midlife impacts 32Midlife Opportunities 35You will never be
alone again 35Alway– In all ways – Your Soul Self 35If the Woman in the Glass is
your Friend 37Midlife impacts us all? 39Who Midlife serves? 43Who
Midlife impacts 46How midlife serves –YOU 49Have you followed your Calling,
your Life Purpose? 58Count Your Blessings 60Gratitude 63Learn to
Play 65What signals are you sending out? 71References 76We Wise
Women’s ‘Intimacy of Living’ Series 77“Nobody can go back and start a new beginning,
but anyone can start today and make a new ending.”- Maria RobinsonWhat is Midlife?Why does
it matter? God said: ‘Take what you want and then pay for it’ Midlife is the gift given to us that
enables us to take stock, balance the books, pay our dues and start afresh, having cleared the
slate of all that no longer serves us. The wonder of this experience is that we do not go empty
handed. We are gifted the many years of magnificent experiences, innate knowing, and wisdom,
to take with us on our future journey.Perimenopause is the beginning of a woman’s journey into
midlife. This can occur up to as long as 10 years prior to menopause. The most important thing
is to become aware of every step your body is guiding you through, for the gifts may often be
hidden and require you to be aware of the clues lying in the background, in order to understand
what is occurring. In the the wise and brilliant Christiane Northrup M.D explains to us that:‘These
symptoms are the body’s wisdom, pleading yet again that unresolved life issues be attended to.
Throughout a woman’s childbearing years a kind of “debt account” is established where existing
and future issues accumulate, compounding interest with each passing month that the debt
goes unpaid.’‘Thus the average woman, blessed with approximately 480 menstrual periods and
40 seasonal cycles to bring her to the threshold of her menopause, gets about 500 progress
reports. How is her physical health and nutrition? How are her emotions? What’s happening in
her relationships and her career? There have been approximately 500 opportunities to resolve
those issues… or sweep them under the rug.’‘At perimenopause the process escalates. The
earnest, straightforward inner self, which has tried for years to get our attention, makes one final
hormonally mediated attempt to get us to deal with our accumulated needs, wants and desires.
This is likely to turn into a period of great turmoil, as each woman struggles to make a new life,
one that can accommodate her emerging self… At menopause we pick up where we left off in
adolescence. It is now time to finish the job’I share with you these insights on what midlife can
bring you not to frighten you but to alert you to what forms the greatest opportunity you can be



given. I speak to you from a personal understanding of the depth of magnificence that occurred
for me at midlife because I had been forewarned that I needed to make the most of this
experience.This book is my way of guiding you to become as aware as you can during this
journey in order to make your own midlife magnificent. You do not want to get lost in the
experience, like so many other woman have done, which then marked their lives with fear and
pain.I would not trade the insights and rewards I received, as a result of choosing to go totally
consciously into midlife, for anything. I am a totally different woman now. I trust, love and admire
myself. I know the world is a better place for my being here and that my service adds to life. I am
extremely grateful for the gift of my life and the second chance I am now living.This does not
mean that the journey is an easy one. As Loral Langemeier the creator of the CD series a
brilliant woman, who can coach you to financial magnificence at this time, says: ‘When
discomfort is present you’re absolutely on the right track’My own journey was deeply
uncomfortable. I had to acknowledge, and work through, three years of my life, from 7-10 years
old, for which I had only three memories.These were years spent away from my family home in
my beloved, hot, West Africa.I was sent to boarding school in Denmark, a cold and strange
country, where I could not even speak the same language.Given 24 hours in which the other kids
and teachers could speak to me in English, thereafter only in Danish, left me in total
isolation.Mind you I learnt to speak Danish fluently within three months. So much so that no one
ever believed I wasn’t Danish!! (Due to difficult memories my Danish language is all now hidden
somewhere in the banks of my memory - to be retrieved another time)Returning to Denmark 40
years on healed the old woundsI knew I had trauma from this time, also having become severely
dyslexic, and although I had done work to resolve this many times over the years it kept coming
back, again and again. I couldn’t understand this. It was only when at midlife I stopped and finally
listened to my inner self, started writing from inner knowing, and allowed the memories to return
that I re-membered something that I had hidden from myself for all those years. Sexual abuse!
On reflection this explained so much that happened in and around me in my life. I learned to
become my greatest supporter rather than as I had previously done, take the place of my abuser
and continue to abuse myself.Christiane Northrup explains: ‘The primary defence against
unpleasant memories and emotions is avoidance. This subterfuge often works reasonably well
until the peri-menopausal transition, when the hormonal shift of focus and accompanying
changes in brain activity conspire to call buried traumas and unresolved issues into the light,
expressing them through physical symptoms that cannot be ignored. Whatever causes a
woman’s lingering wounds, perimenopause can be seen as a built-in support system that sets
her up to do deep healing. Although it may not be seen this way at first, it is a gift.’‘In addition to
providing the clarity and courage to face past abuses or pain, menopause can help a woman
step back, acknowledge the necessity to change, and do whatever is necessary to separate
herself from long-term destructive life patterns. Even the most deeply ingrained patterns can be
changed with the support of menopause-induced shifts in the brain, energy and focus.’I will not
go into details of the traumas I experienced - that would require a whole other book!But before



we go any further there are a couple of things I need to say. Firstly I hold no-one to blame
for what happened to me. I know my parents loved me passionately and chose what they
believed was the best journey for me. They would have been horrified to have known what did
actually happen to me. Secondly the most important part of this journey was uncovering
what lay beneath my on-going self-sabotage. It was not a journey looking to extract retribution,
but one focussed on make sense of all that had unconsciously been operating in the
background of my life.With that understanding I could finally become the mistress of my own life.
I could change all that needed changing. I could make my own choices about what gifts I
received from these experiences, rather than stay trapped in the ongoing pain from patterns set
at childhood. By turning it around I was making it work for me instead of against me. This
enabled me to move on to a healthy life.Of course there was deep trauma there. I will not deny
that. Why else would my psyche have cut this whole period of time out of my waking life? I
realised that I could not go back and change it in time but I could change it in my head and heart,
once I knew what I was really dealing with.



Nano Daemon, “INTO ME I SEE. Society has groomed us to think that the other side of 50 is
your nightmare come true. We Wise Women don't have to buy into such destructive concepts.
Choosing wisely, this can be the beginning of our transformation into the powerful women we
were meant to be. Liberated from the shackles of outward mundane responsibilities, we can now
focus on the most important aspect of who we really are and develop that much needed
intimacy with the inner self.In this book, Trypheyna paves the way to developing the mindset to
step into such reality.I love her insight into the word intimacy on the cover: "INTO ME I SEE"”

Anya, “Surprisingly interesting read. Even though I am a young woman and didn't think this
would interest me at all, I am so grateful to know about so much of what is in this book. Later on
in my life I will know how to deal with midlife instead of being thrown into the unknown. Thank
you for sharing your experiences with all of us women!!”

Joey, “Magnificent Midlife (We Wise Women - Intimacy of Living). This book was very readable, I
found it hard to put down. It is very insightful and practical. It is thought provoking, whilst
simultaneously offering useful answers or directions to go to find one's own answers. It would be
a great book to discuss in a book club setting.”

Leonie Leonard, “Guidence for women. This short book offers guidance for women entering a
new stage of life and has plenty of references for further reading. The writer uses examples from
her own life to illustrate challenges and women will find much to benefit from in these pages”

LizC, “the wise woman generously sharing with her sisters. I found Magnificent Midlife to be
thought provoking, encouraging and uplifting. Rather than have "Midlife" as a time of crisis
Trypheyna McShane has introduced it as time of growth and opening up to new opportunity. Her
perspective is very much one of the wise woman generously sharing with her sisters. A delightful
read.”

Gail Maxwell, “A No 1 MUST READ !!! Brilliant !!!. Brilliantly insightfull and relevant to our rapidly
changing world- a RARE GEM of a book which is impossible to put down !!! Courageous and
loyal,the Author's integrity shines through. This author has a way of being able to communicate
the very essence of people's needs and emotions.!”

The book by Trypheyna McShane has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 7 people have provided feedback.
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